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“In Mexico, love is the language spoken by the heart, and
every moment is a precious gem cherished in the treasury of
memories." JAIME ESPINOLA  CEO
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Coeur Mexicain is a Canadian enterprise with Mexican spirit,

incorporated in Montreal Canada, created in August 2020, with

the main objective of being a link between Canadian and

Mexican cultures, through the creation of unique moments and

experiences for our clients, through the most representative

elements of Canadian and Mexican  culture such as our artisans,

activities and most emblematic places in Mexico and Montreal.

We believe in the power of culture to bring people together,

break down borders and create bridges of friendship.

Create celebrations and personal milestones in Montreal, we

ensure every moment is imbued with love and cherished

memories. From milestone birthdays to romantic getaways, our

expertise extends also to create unique travel experiences to

Mexico  that resonate deeply with you. Join us on a journey

where love, celebration, and unique travel experiences

intertwine to create cherished memories that last a lifetime

ÄMATE MOMENTS by Coeur Mexicain ENDË’K

ÄMATE MOMENTS

ENDË’K (I LOVE YOU)  

Unique and personalized travel experiences that will fill you with

unforgettable memories. From exploring the most representative

places of Mexico, performing activities representative of Mexican

culture and tasting the most delicious flavors in our gastronomic tours,

every moment is designed for you to enjoy to the fullest. The best part

is that during your trip, we add our special, unique and different touch

of “ÄMATE Moments”, through even more unique activities that will

allow you to connect in a special way with yourself, love and your

companions. Discover how every moment can become a precious

memory that you will treasure forever.

Chichimeco one of the 69 ancient mexican languages



THE HEART
OF MEXICO

BEST SEASON

MEXICO CITY

WEATHER

 TRADITIONAL FOOD

Welcome to Mexico City, where the history meets modernity in a vibrant tapestry of

culture and energy. Roam lively streets pulsing with color, flavor, and rhythm. Dive

into centuries-old traditions, indulge in authentic cuisine, and feel the city's

heartbeat in every bustling corner. From ancient mysteries to contemporary

delights, Mexico City offers an unforgettable adventure at every step.

PLACES/ACTIVITIES

Mexico City, National Museum of Anthropology,

National Museum of Anthropology, National Museum

of Anthropology and National Museum of History

(Castle), Xochimilco, Ciudad Universitaria

 PACK STARTING AT

INCLUSIONS

Transfer airport - hotel - airport 

4 nights of lodging in Mexico City

Breakfast 

Ground transportation for tours in

shared service 

Tour of Mexico City and Museo Nacional

de Arte Munal

Tour of Xochimilco and C.U. (University

City)

Visit to the Museum of Anthropology

and National Museum of History

(Castillo)

Visits with entrance fees and services

included according to itinerary.

Driver - guide for the mentioned tours.

20-25 °C

1,053

EXPERIENCE
Tacos al pastor

Tamales

Churros

Esquites

JUNE-SEPTEMBER

DAYS
5



COLONIAL
CITIES

BEST SEASON

MORELIA

WEATHER

 TRADITIONAL FOOD

Welcome to Morelia, a gem nestled in the heart of Mexico, where every cobblestone street whispers

tales of history and charm. Immerse yourself in the vibrant culture of this enchanting city, where

the fusion of tradition and modernity creates an irresistible allure. Explore its lively markets, savor

the flavors of authentic cuisine, and embrace the warmth of its welcoming locals. Whether you're

admiring colonial architecture or reveling in the rhythms of local music, Morelia promises an

immersive experience that will leave you enchanted and eager for more..

PLACES/ACTIVITIES

Mexico City, Morelia, Pátzcuaro, Guadalajara, Tequila,

Tlaquepaque, Guanajuato, San Miguel de Allende,

Querétaro, Mexico City, Mexico.

 PACK STARTING AT

INCLUSIONS

Lodging and breakfast throughout the

tour in all hotels during the tour.

Daily breakfasts

Ground transportation for the tours in

shared service with controlled capacity

and previously sanitized vehicles and

with all the hygiene measures.

Entrance to the Mummy Museum

Entrance fee to distillery in Tequila

Traveler's insurance on board the unit.

Taxes.

20-25 °C

1,810

EXPERIENCE
Pozole

Enchiladas 

Uchepo

Carnitas

JULY-OCTOBER

 DAYS
8



COLONIAL
CITIES

BEST SEASON

QUERETARO

WEATHER

 TRADITIONAL FOOD

Welcome to Querétaro, a captivating destination that seamlessly blends history, culture, and

modernity into a tapestry of endless allure. Immerse yourself in the vibrant rhythms of this dynamic

city, where every corner holds a story waiting to be discovered. Experience the warmth of its

people, indulge in the rich flavors of local cuisine, and marvel at the architectural wonders that dot

its landscape. From the bustling markets to the tranquil plazas, Querétaro offers a lot of

experiences that will leave you spellbound and longing to uncover more of its hidden treasures.

PLACES/ACTIVITIES

Mexico City, Morelia, Pátzcuaro, Guadalajara, Tequila,

Tlaquepaque, Guanajuato, San Miguel de Allende,

Querétaro, Mexico City, Mexico.

INCLUSIONS

Lodging and breakfast throughout the

tour in all hotels during the tour.

Daily breakfasts

Ground transportation for the tours in

shared service with controlled capacity

and previously sanitized vehicles and

with all the hygiene measures.

Entrance to the Mummy Museum

Entrance fee to distillery in Tequila

Traveler's insurance on board the unit.

Taxes.

20-25 °C

EXPERIENCE
Pozole

Enchiladas 

Uchepo

Carnitas

JULY-OCTOBER

 DAYS
8



COLONIAL
CITIES

BEST SEASON

GUANAJUATO

WEATHER

 TRADITIONAL FOOD

Welcome to Guanajuato, where every street is a story waiting to be discovered. Immerse yourself in

its rich culture, vibrant markets, and captivating traditions. Whether wandering through colorful

alleys or marveling at its architectural wonders, Guanajuato promises an unforgettable adventure

filled with charm and magic.

PLACES/ACTIVITIES

Mexico City, Morelia, Pátzcuaro, Guadalajara, Tequila,

Tlaquepaque, Guanajuato, San Miguel de Allende,

Querétaro, Mexico City, Mexico.

INCLUSIONS

Lodging and breakfast throughout the

tour in all hotels during the tour.

Daily breakfasts

Ground transportation for the tours in

shared service with controlled capacity

and previously sanitized vehicles and

with all the hygiene measures.

Entrance to the Mummy Museum

Entrance fee to distillery in Tequila

Traveler's insurance on board the unit.

Taxes.

20-25 °C

EXPERIENCE
Enchiladas mineras

Pipian

Tamales de Cazuela

JULY-OCTOBER

 DAYS
8



COLONIAL
CITIES

BEST SEASON

JALISCO

WEATHER

 TRADITIONAL FOOD

Welcome to Jalisco, where Mexican culture thrives and tequila flows freely. Immerse yourself in the

vibrant rhythms of mariachi music, savor the flavors of authentic cuisine, and explore bustling

markets brimming with color and energy. With its rich traditions and world-renowned tequila,

Jalisco offers an unforgettable taste of Mexico's spirit and heritage.

PLACES/ACTIVITIES

Mexico City, Morelia, Pátzcuaro, Guadalajara, Tequila,

Tlaquepaque, Guanajuato, San Miguel de Allende,

Querétaro, Mexico City, Mexico.

INCLUSIONS

Lodging and breakfast throughout the

tour in all hotels during the tour.

Daily breakfasts

Ground transportation for the tours in

shared service with controlled capacity

and previously sanitized vehicles and

with all the hygiene measures.

Entrance to the Mummy Museum

Entrance fee to distillery in Tequila

Traveler's insurance on board the unit.

Taxes.

20-25 °C

EXPERIENCE
Torta ahogada

Birria

Jericalla

Tequila

JULY-OCTOBER

 DAYS
8



COLONIAL
CITIES

BEST SEASON

SAN MIGUEL DE

ALLENDE

WEATHER

 TRADITIONAL FOOD
Enchiladas Mineras

Gorditas de San miguel

Sopa de tortilla

Mezcal

Welcome to San Miguel de Allende, a captivating destination where every corner is infused with

Mexican charm and history. Explore its vibrant streets, adorned with colorful buildings and adorned

with local artwork. Feel the warmth of its people and immerse yourself in its rich cultural heritage.

Whether you're strolling through its bustling markets or relaxing in its picturesque plazas, San

Miguel de Allende offers an unforgettable experience that will leave you enchanted.

PLACES/ACTIVITIES

Mexico City, Morelia, Pátzcuaro, Guadalajara, Tequila,

Tlaquepaque, Guanajuato, San Miguel de Allende,

Querétaro, Mexico City, Mexico.

INCLUSIONS

Lodging and breakfast throughout the

tour in all hotels during the tour.

Daily breakfasts

Ground transportation for the tours in

shared service with controlled capacity

and previously sanitized vehicles and

with all the hygiene measures.

Entrance to the Mummy Museum

Entrance fee to distillery in Tequila

Traveler's insurance on board the unit.

Taxes.

20-25 °C

EXPERIENCE
JULY-OCTOBER

 DAYS
8



OAXACA,
VALLEY AND

COAST

BEST SEASON

OAXACA

WEATHER

 TRADITIONAL FOOD
Mole

Tlayudas

Tamales

Chapulines

Mezcal

Welcome to Oaxaca, a captivating destination where the heart and soul of Mexico come alive.

Immerse yourself in the rich tapestry of culture and tradition that defines this vibrant region.

Experience the flavors of authentic Oaxacan cuisine, renowned for its complexity and diversity.

Discover the intricate craftsmanship of local artisans, whose creations reflect centuries of

heritage and skill. From colorful festivals to ancient archaeological sites, Oaxaca offers a

glimpse into Mexico's past and present like no other. 

PLACES/ACTIVITIES

Oaxaca, Monte Albán, Arrazola, Cuilápam, San Bartolo

Coyotepec or Mitla, Árbol del Tule, Teotitlán del Valle,

gastronomic experience, villages and mezcales,

Huatulco, Bahías de Huatulco.

 PACK STARTING AT

INCLUSIONS

Transfer airport - hotel in private service. 

4 nights accommodation in Oaxaca. 

Breakfast for adults and children (except in city

express hotel).

Ground transportation for visits.

City tour in Oaxaca with shared tastings. 

Gastronomic city experience in private.

Visit of villages and Mezcals in private. 

Tour of your choice:.

Transfer by land from Oaxaca to Huatulco in

private service (land option).

Transfer hotel-airport in private service (air

option)

Airfare Oaxaca-Huatulco (air option)

15-30°C

2,084

EXPERIENCE
JUNE-DECEMBER

 DAYS
7



OAXACA,
VALLEY AND

COAST

BEST SEASON

HUATULCO

WEATHER

 TRADITIONAL FOOD
Pescado a la talla

Ceviche de pescado

Tamales de mariscos

Welcome to Huatulco, a tropical paradise where azure waters meet pristine beaches and lush greenery.

Immerse yourself in the natural beauty of this coastal gem, where each day is a new adventure waiting to

unfold. Experience the thrill of snorkeling in crystal-clear waters teeming with colorful marine life or simply

relax on the soft sands of secluded beaches. Indulge your senses with fresh seafood delicacies and tropical

cocktails, all while soaking in the warm sun and gentle ocean breeze. Whether you're seeking adrenaline-

pumping water sports or tranquil moments of relaxation, Huatulco offers an idyllic escape that will leave you

refreshed, rejuvenated, and longing to return.

PLACES/ACTIVITIES

Oaxaca, Monte Albán, Arrazola, Cuilápam, San Bartolo

Coyotepec or Mitla, Árbol del Tule, Teotitlán del Valle,

gastronomic experience, villages and mezcales,

Huatulco, Bahías de Huatulco.

INCLUSIONS

Transfer airport-hotel (air option)

 Visit of the bays in Huatulco in shared. 

Transfer hotel-airport in shared service. 

2 nights lodging. 

Breakfast for adults

All entrance fees to monuments described in

the itinerary.

Driver - guide for the tours mentioned.

25-35°C

EXPERIENCE
JUNE-DECEMBER

 DAYS
7



ADVENTURE
AT

LOS CABOS

BEST SEASON

LOS CABOS

BAJA CALIFORNIA

WEATHER

 TRADITIONAL FOOD
Pescado Zarandeado

Machaca de pescado

Langosta al ajillo

Camarones a la diabla

Welcome to Los Cabos, a hidden gem where the essence of Mexico's beauty and tranquility converge. Immerse

yourself in the breathtaking landscapes that surround this coastal paradise, from pristine beaches kissed by

turquoise waters to rugged desert cliffs bathed in golden sunlight. Experience the vibrant culture and warm

hospitality of the locals as you wander through charming streets filled with the melodies of mariachi music and

the aroma of authentic cuisine. Whether you're indulging in thrilling outdoor adventures, relaxing in luxurious

resorts, or simply basking in the serenity of its natural wonders,Los Cabos offers an unforgettable escape from

the ordinary. Get ready to discover a world of wonder and relaxation in this idyllic destination

PLACES/ACTIVITIES

Los Cabos Baja California

Snorkel

Paddle

Off road

 PACK STARTING AT

INCLUSIONS
Transfer airport – hotel – airport in private service,

with controlled capacity and previously sanitized

vehicles 

1 documented baggage bag of 15 kg + 1 handbag

of 10 kg (only with proposed air route)

04 nights in Los Cabos

Daily breakfast at the hotel  Shared transfer from

the hotel – activities – hotel

Snorkeling activity with stand-up paddle boards,

light snacks, lunch with national free bar and

snorkeling equipment  Off Road activity ,

palayade, drinks, round transportation (hotel-

activity-hotel) in shared.

Activity Professional equipment: helmet and

glasses, highly qualified bilingual guides, water

refill, with shared round transportation hotel-

activity-hotel.

Taxes

30-35°C

1,264

EXPERIENCE
JUNE-DECEMBER

 DAYS
5



LA PAZ TODOS
SANTOS & LOS

CABOS

BEST SEASON

LA PAZ

BAJA CALIFORNIA

WEATHER

 TRADITIONAL FOOD
Tacos de mariscos

Pescado a la talla

Tamales de baja

Welcome to La Paz, where relaxation meets adventure in a coastal haven. Experience the serene beauty of the

Sea of Cortez, perfect for snorkeling and kayaking. Indulge in delicious seafood and embrace the laid-back vibe

of this charming destination. Whether you're seeking tranquility on pristine beaches or excitement in the ocean,

La Paz offers an unforgettable getaway that rejuvenates the soul.

PLACES/ACTIVITIES

La Paz, Sea Wolf Spirit Island, Todos Santos, Hotel

California, Los Cabos

 PACK STARTING AT

INCLUSIONS

Transfer airport – hotel – airport in shared service,

with controlled capacity and previously sanitized

vehicles 

2 nights of accommodation in La Paz 

1 night of stay in Todos Santos

2 nights accommodation in Los Cabos 

Breakfast at the hotel * Depends on the hotel

and the destination  Snacks, water and

snorkeling equipment for the Marine Wolf

Watching activity  City of All Saints Tour

 Private transfers La Paz – All Saints – Los Cabos

Land transport for shared-service tours, with

controlled capacity and vehicles previously

sanitized in activities  Driver - guide for the

mentioned tours  Taxes

30-35°C

1,450

EXPERIENCE
JUNE-DECEMBER

 DAYS
6



LA PAZ TODOS
SANTOS & LOS

CABOS

BEST SEASON

TODOS SANTOS

BAJA CALIFORNIA

WEATHER

 TRADITIONAL FOOD
Tacos de pescado

Ceviche de mariscos

Almeja Chocolata

Burrito de marlin

ahumado

Welcome to Todos Santos, a captivating destination where the spirit of Mexico thrives amidst stunning

landscapes and artistic flair. Immerse yourself in the vibrant culture of this charming town, where every corner

exudes creativity and charm. Indulge in delectable cuisine, from fresh seafood to traditional Mexican dishes, and

savor the flavors of the region. Explore the thriving arts scene, where galleries showcase the works of local and

international artists alike. Todos Santos offers an unforgettable experience that will leave you enchanted and

eager to return.

PLACES/ACTIVITIES

La Paz, Sea Wolf Spirit Island, Todos Santos, Hotel

California, Los Cabos

INCLUSIONS

Transfer airport – hotel – airport in shared service,

with controlled capacity and previously sanitized

vehicles 

2 nights of accommodation in La Paz 

1 night of stay in Todos Santos

2 nights accommodation in Los Cabos 

Breakfast at the hotel * Depends on the hotel

and the destination  Snacks, water and

snorkeling equipment for the Marine Wolf

Watching activity  City of All Saints Tour

 Private transfers La Paz – All Saints – Los Cabos

Land transport for shared-service tours, with

controlled capacity and vehicles previously

sanitized in activities  Driver - guide for the

mentioned tours  Taxes

30-35°C

EXPERIENCE
JUNE-DECEMBER

 DAYS
6



MAYAN 
TREASURES

BEST SEASON

CANCUN

WEATHER

TRADITIONAL FOOD 

Mariscos

Tacos de pescado

Sopa de lima 

Tacos de mariscos

Welcome to Cancun, where the sun-kissed shores of the Caribbean beckon travelers to paradise. Immerse

yourself in the vibrant energy of this world-renowned destination, where endless stretches of pristine beaches

meet crystal-clear turquoise waters. Indulge in the luxurious amenities of beachfront resorts, offering

unparalleled relaxation and indulgence. Explore the underwater wonders of the Mesoamerican Reef, one of the

largest coral reefs in the world, teeming with colorful marine life waiting to be discovered. Get ready to

experience the beauty and excitement of Cancun like never before!

PLACES/ACTIVITIES

Cancún, Chichén Itzá, cenote, Aké archaeological

zone, Kimbilá, Celestún, Magical towns: Sisal,

Valladolid and Izamal

 PACK STARTING AT

INCLUSIONS
Transfer airport – hotel in shared service and previously

sanitized vehicles

2 nights of accommodation.

Breakfast in Cancun for adults only.

Chichén Itzá Archaeological Zone with cenote, box lunch,

food and transfer to hotel in Valladolid in shared service.

Cultural guide.

Yucatan:

3 nights accommodation in Mérida

1 night accommodation in Valladolid

Breakfasts in Valladolid for adults only (except Hotel

Valladolid)

Breakfasts in Mérida for adults and children.

Ground transportation for visits.

Visit to the Magical Towns of Sisal, Valladolid and Izamal

Visit to the Aké archaeological zone with Kimbila.

Visit to Celestún

All entrances to the places described in the itinerary

30-35°C

2,200

EXPERIENCEALL YEAR

 DAYS

7



MAYAN 
TREASURES

BEST SEASON

CHICHEN ITZA

WEATHER

Welcome to Chichen Itza, a legendary archaeological site that holds the secrets of Mexico's ancient civilizations.

Step back in time as you explore the awe-inspiring ruins of this UNESCO World Heritage site, marveling at the

intricate stone carvings, towering pyramids, and sacred temples that whisper tales of a bygone era. Delve into

the mysteries of the Mayan civilization as you wander through the Great Ballcourt, where ancient games once

echoed, and stand in awe before the imposing El Castillo pyramid, a testament to the mathematical and

astronomical prowess of its builders. Experience the wonder of Chichen Itza's architectural wonders and

immerse yourself in the rich history and culture of Mexico's past.

PLACES/ACTIVITIES

Cancún, Chichén Itzá, cenote, Aké archaeological

zone, Kimbilá, Celestún, Magical towns: Sisal,

Valladolid and Izamal

INCLUSIONS
Transfer airport – hotel in shared service and previously

sanitized vehicles

2 nights of accommodation.

Breakfast in Cancun for adults only.

Chichén Itzá Archaeological Zone with cenote, box lunch,

food and transfer to hotel in Valladolid in shared service.

Cultural guide.

Yucatan:

3 nights accommodation in Mérida

1 night accommodation in Valladolid

Breakfasts in Valladolid for adults only (except Hotel

Valladolid)

Breakfasts in Mérida for adults and children.

Ground transportation for visits.

Visit to the Magical Towns of Sisal, Valladolid and Izamal

Visit to the Aké archaeological zone with Kimbila.

Visit to Celestún

All entrances to the places described in the itinerary

30-35°C

EXPERIENCEALL YEAR

 DAYS

7

TRADITIONAL FOOD 

Mariscos

Tacos de pescado

Sopa de lima 

Tacos de mariscos



MAYAN 
TREASURES

BEST SEASON

VALLADOLID

WEATHER

Welcome to Valladolid, a charming town steeped in history and culture, nestled in the heart of Mexico's Yucatan

Peninsula. Immerse yourself in the authentic ambiance of this colonial gem, where colorful facades line

cobblestone streets and echoes of the past resonate through every corner. Experience the warmth of its people

and savor the flavors of traditional Yucatecan cuisine, bursting with local ingredients and ancient recipes passed

down through generations. Explore the town's rich heritage as you wander through bustling markets, admire

colonial architecture, and uncover hidden gems at every turn.  Valladolid offers a glimpse into Mexico's vibrant soul

that will leave you enchanted and eager to return.

PLACES/ACTIVITIES

Cancún, Chichén Itzá, cenote, Aké archaeological

zone, Kimbilá, Celestún, Magical towns: Sisal,

Valladolid and Izamal

INCLUSIONS
Transfer airport – hotel in shared service and previously

sanitized vehicles

2 nights of accommodation.

Breakfast in Cancun for adults only.

Chichén Itzá Archaeological Zone with cenote, box lunch,

food and transfer to hotel in Valladolid in shared service.

Cultural guide.

Yucatan:

3 nights accommodation in Mérida

1 night accommodation in Valladolid

Breakfasts in Valladolid for adults only (except Hotel

Valladolid)

Breakfasts in Mérida for adults and children.

Ground transportation for visits.

Visit to the Magical Towns of Sisal, Valladolid and Izamal

Visit to the Aké archaeological zone with Kimbila.

Visit to Celestún

All entrances to the places described in the itinerary

30-35°C

EXPERIENCE

ALL YEAR

 DAYS

7

TRADITIONAL FOOD 

Sopa de lima

Relleno negro

Panuchos

Papadzules



DISCOVERING
THE MAGIC OF

HOLBOX

BEST SEASON

WEATHER

Welcome to Holbox, a pristine paradise nestled off the coast of Mexico's Yucatan Peninsula. Immerse yourself in the

natural beauty of this secluded island, where crystal-clear waters meet powdery white sands. Experience the laid-back

island vibe as you relax in hammocks strung between palm trees and sip on refreshing cocktails made with fresh local

ingredients. Embark on unforgettable adventures, from swimming with majestic whale sharks to exploring hidden

cenotes and mangrove forests teeming with wildlife. Indulge in the flavors of the sea with mouthwatering seafood

delicacies, and witness breathtaking sunsets that paint the sky in hues of orange and pink. With its unspoiled beaches

and tranquil atmosphere, Holbox offers a sanctuary for those seeking escape and rejuvenation in the heart of nature.

PLACES/ACTIVITIES

Holbox, Isla Pájaros, Cenote Yalahau, Passion Island,

Bioluminescence

INCLUSIONS

 Round trip plane ticket proposed with VivaAerobus on the

MEX-CUN-MEX route (Land and Air Option).

1 suitcase of checked luggage of 25 kg + 1 carry-on suitcase of

10 kg (Only with proposed air route)

Private transfer from airport – Chiquilá – airport with

previously sanitized vehicles

Round ferry ticket.

Transfer from the port of Holbox by golf cart – hotel – port

Holbox by golf cart.

03 nights of accommodation according to your choice

Breakfast according to the chosen hotel for adults and

minors

Ground transportation for shared service tours.

Walk in Three Islands

1 hour Bioluminescence walk

Taxes (except the Environmental Sanitation Tax, paid at

destination)

30-35°C

EXPERIENCEALL YEAR

 DAYS
4

TRADITIONAL FOOD 

Tikin-Xic

Tacos de Camaron

Lobster pizza

Pescado frito  PACK STARTING AT
1,305



DISCOVERING
THE MAGIC OF

HOLBOX

BEST SEASON

WEATHER

Welcome to Isla Pasión, a hidden gem off the coast of Cozumel, Mexico. This secluded island paradise beckons travelers

with its pristine beaches, crystal-clear waters, and lush tropical vegetation. Escape the hustle and bustle of everyday life

as you unwind on soft, sandy shores and soak up the warm Caribbean sun. Immerse yourself in the tranquility of this

untouched oasis, where the only sounds you'll hear are the gentle lapping of waves and the calls of exotic birds. Whether

you're snorkeling among vibrant coral reefs, kayaking through mangrove forests, or simply lounging in a hammock with

a cold drink in hand, Isla de la Pasión offers a serene retreat for those seeking peace and serenity in paradise..

PLACES/ACTIVITIES

Holbox, Isla Pájaros, Cenote Yalahau, Passion Island,

Bioluminescence

INCLUSIONS

 Round trip plane ticket proposed with VivaAerobus on the

MEX-CUN-MEX route (Land and Air Option).

1 suitcase of checked luggage of 25 kg + 1 carry-on suitcase of

10 kg (Only with proposed air route)

Private transfer from airport – Chiquilá – airport with

previously sanitized vehicles

Round ferry ticket.

Transfer from the port of Holbox by golf cart – hotel – port

Holbox by golf cart.

03 nights of accommodation according to your choice

Breakfast according to the chosen hotel for adults and

minors

Ground transportation for shared service tours.

Walk in Three Islands

1 hour Bioluminescence walk

Taxes (except the Environmental Sanitation Tax, paid at

destination)

30-35°C

EXPERIENCEALL YEAR
 DAYS

4

PASSION ISLAND 

COZUMEL



SOCIAL COMMITMENT
COEUR MEXICAIN GROUP

We show the art, work, passion and love that our artisans put into each activity they carry out,

since unfortunately there are fewer and fewer people who dedicate themselves to this activity, we

strengthen it and keep it alive, as it is something that gives identity to Mexico, on the other hand,

is committed to supporting our group of artisans to promote and sell their creations in Canada

through fair trade and consequently improve their quality of life, with the aim of eradicating the

discrimination, mistreatment and inequality that they have lived.

We are an agent of social change, dedicated to creating meaningful moments that create

lifelong memories. 

We offer unique and memorable experiences that transcend the ordinary, allowing people to

connect with each other and their environment in a deep and meaningful way. Whether through

special events, adventure activities or personalized trips, we are committed to creating moments

that last in our clients' memories and bring them joy and lasting satisfaction. But the impact goes

beyond creating memories, we also collaborate with local entrepreneurs and small businesses in

Montréal, creating opportunities for economic growth. 

We are much more than a creator of experiences, we are agents of social change, promoters of

entrepreneurship, defenders of love and human connection.

We are committed to creating unforgettable moments, supporting our business and craft

community by promoting the importance of physical coexistence in an increasingly digitalized

world.



Let’s create yours...
anywhere you want

www.amatemoments.ca

We will reach you soon to
schedule a meeting to give

you some proposals to
configure your experience
according to your answers

in the contact form.

You approve your
travel experience and

ready to live an
unforgettable

experience…even
before your trip. 

amatemoments +1 438 508 9618


